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Start screen
12:00

Welcome to

Bebo
Helping you stay
hydrated and feel
your best!
Let’s get started

The start screen sets the context
for the application by explaining
what it does and providing some
initial branding.

Explanation
12:00

Bebo works best when it
learns about you.
Want to learn how much
water you need?
It’s just 6 steps and will only
takes a few minutes. Trust us,
it’s worth it.

Help me get a personal
recommendation
No thanks, I know how much water I need
to drink already.
You can always do this later if you change your mind.

An explanatory screen describes
why the following steps are
important.
The user is encouraged to go
through the personalization
process, but they can skip straight
to the dashboard if they want,
inputting their own daily needs.

Name and gender
12:00
Step 1 of 6

Gender is defaulted to “skip” for
those who do not wish to share.

First, what’s your name?

And your gender?
This is optional, but helps us get to know
your needs better. Men and women have
different hydration needs. Learn more

Male
« Back

Female

The user is asked for their name
and their gender as general
personal information.

Skip
Next »

Name and gender
12:00
Step 1 of 6

First, what’s your name?

Shannon
And your gender?
This is optional, but helps us get to know
your needs better. Men and women have
different hydration needs. Learn more

Male
« Back

Female

Skip
Next »

The user here has entered their
name and gender.

Location
12:00
Step 2 of 6

Hey Shannon. Where do you
live?
We can check your local weather to adjust
your goals based on temperature,
humidity, wind, and other climate effects.
Learn more

Use my GPS
OR

Enter my location manually
I don’t want to share my location.
You can always do this later if you change your mind.

« Back

Next »

Next, the app asks for the user’s
location, which is used for
weather-based recommendations.
The user can input the location
manually, via their GPS, or can skip
it altogether. They are encouraged
to use their phone’s GPS.

Location determined
12:00
Step 2 of 6

Looks like you’re in Phoenix,
Arizona
Is this right? Re-enter my location

95°F
Switch to °C

Today’s hot and dry weather in Phoenix,
Arizona, means that you may need 1.4x as
much water as someone in a mild climate
– Drink up!
Learn more

« Back

Next »

The app conﬁrms the location,
accompanied with information
about the current weather in that
location and the effects it has on
hydration needs.

Exercise
12:00
Step 3 of 6

About how much of these
levels of exercise do you get in
an average week?
It’s okay to estimate. We can learn more
about your hydration needs based on
exercise later. Learn more/help.

Light

Moderate

Intense

0

0

0

hr/wk

hr/wk

hr/wk

You can also sync Bebo with your Fitbit,
Jawbone, or other exercise tracking
device. Learn more

« Back

Next »

Next, the user is asked for their
exercise level by entering the
number of hours per week that
they exercise in each level of
intensity.

Exercise
12:00
Step 3 of 6

About how much of these
levels of exercise do you get in
an average week?
It’s okay to estimate. We can learn more
about your hydration needs based on
exercise later. Learn more/help.

Light

Moderate

Intense

4

2

1

hr/wk

hr/wk

hr/wk

You can also sync Bebo with your Fitbit,
Jawbone, or other exercise tracking
device. Learn more

« Back

Next »

Next, the user is asked for their
exercise level by entering the
number of hours per week that
they exercise in each level of
intensity.

Personal ﬁtness
12:00
Step 4 of 6

Feel like sharing your weight?
We know it’s personal. But it helps us give
you a better recommendation. And we
won’t tell anyone. Learn more

lbs

Switch to kg

And your height?

ft

« Back

in

Switch to m

Next »

Next, the app asks for the user’s
height and weight, which are used
to reﬁne the water recommendation.
These are both optional.

Personal ﬁtness
12:00
Step 4 of 6

Feel like sharing your weight?
We know it’s personal. But it helps us give
you a better recommendation. And we
won’t tell anyone. Learn more

lbs

130

Switch to kg

And your height?

5 ft

« Back

6 in

Switch to m

Next »

The user has ﬁlled in their height
and weight.

Goals
12:00
Step 5 of 6

What are your goals in using
this app?
Learning a little about why you’re using
the app can help us make better
recommendations and provide
encouragement. Learn more

To be more healthy in general
To help me lose weight
To help with a medical condition

›

To stay properly hydrated while I
exercise

« Back

One last step...

Next »

The user can select from a few
medical conditions that they might
have, which will help the app learn
any special requirements or
restrictions.
Alternatively, this screen could use
an auto-complete text ﬁeld that lets
the user enter their medical
condition(s)

Goals: Medical
12:00
Step 5 of 6

What are your goals in using
this app?
Some medical
extra
Learning
a little conditions
about why require
you’re using
hydration.
If youusfeel
likebetter
sharing, we
the
app can help
make
can help you get aand
better
estimate.
recommendations
provide
Like everythingLearn
else, this
encouragement.
morewilll be kept
totally private. Learn more
Start
in ahealthy
medical
Totyping
be more
incondition
general
and we’ll try to ﬁnd it.
To help me lose weight
To help with a medical condition

›

To stay properly hydrated while I
exercise
Done

« Back

One last step...

Next »

When the user clicks the “To help
with a medical condition”
checkbox, a pop-up appears that
helps to gather more information.
The user can enter any medical
conditions that they might have,
which will help the app learn any
special requirements or
restrictions.

Goals: Medical
12:00
Step 5 of 6

What are your goals in using
this app?
Some medical
extra
Learning
a little conditions
about why require
you’re using
hydration.
If youusfeel
likebetter
sharing, we
the
app can help
make
can help you get aand
better
estimate.
recommendations
provide
Like everythingLearn
else, this
encouragement.
morewilll be kept
totally private. Learn more
Start
in ahealthy
medical
Totyping
be more
incondition
general
and we’ll try to ﬁnd it.
To help me lose weight
To help with a medical condition
x Hypotension

›

To stay properly hydrated while I
exercise
Done

« Back

One last step...

Next »

Here, the user has entered a couple
of medical conditions.

Goals
12:00
Step 5 of 6

What are your goals in using
this app?
Learning a little about why you’re using
the app can help us make better
recommendations and provide
encouragement. Learn more

To be more healthy in general
To help me lose weight
To help with a medical condition

›

To stay properly hydrated while I
exercise

« Back

One last step...

Next »

After ﬁlling in their medical
conditions, the user returns to the
goals screen.

Fake step
12:00
Step 6 of 6

We lied. There were only 5
steps. See how easy that was?

Calculate my
recommended intake!

« Back

This screen is just playful,
intended to provide some
personality and reinforce how easy
the process was.
Alternatively, this screen could be
removed, with “Next” replaced with
“Finish” on the previous screen.

Water recommendation
12:00

You should drink about...

86oz.
Switch to L

of water each day to stay
properly hydrated. How is this
calculated?

Wow. That sounds like a lot!
But we know you can do it,
Shannon. And Bebo will help
you reach your goal – no
problem.

Go to my dashboard

The user is presented with a
calculation of the amount of water
they should drink on an average
day.
From here, the user can go to their
dashboard, which is the home
screen of the app once initial setup
is complete.

